Incorporating Natural Energy Medicine into your Practice.
Allergies
(Part 13)

First I must warn you that the actual treatment of allergies can usually only be legally performed by a
medical doctor that specializes in the treatment of allergies in the US. However any health care provider
can treat patients that also happen to have allergies. We also know that there are many forms of care
that will reduce the symptoms of allergies that are legal for any provider to perform. And almost all of
your patients suffer from allergies at one time of the year of another. So if you are not the one treating
your patients for their allergy symptoms who is? There is no better, faster, safer or more effective way
of treating the symptoms of allergies than with Natural Energy Medicine.
When we react negatively to a substance is it an allergy, a sensitivity, an Intolerance or something even
worse? What is the difference and why does it occur? When the body RESPONDS to a potential harmful
influence it is considered a normal response. When the body REACTS to a potential harmful influence
it is considered an abnormal reaction. When the body has control of its actions, it responds in a normal
controlled healthy manner. When the body loses part or all control of its actions it reacts in an abnormal
or unhealthy manner. An allergy is an abnormal immune reaction to a foreign protein, usually a Hyper
or Panic Reaction. I have asked many specialists why this occurs and have come to the conclusion
that no one really knows why!
If they don’t really know what causes an allergy, how do they treat them? They don’t! When an antibody
destroys an antigen, Histamine is released. Histamine is toxic and gives you the cold or allergy
symptoms. Antihistamines remove the symptoms of allergies and make you not care that you have
them.
You can only have an allergy to a foreign protein. You cannot have an allergy to a mineral, fat,
carbohydrate, non-protein poison or toxin. However, your immune system does have the ability to
respond to all foreign poisons, toxins, and other potentially harmful materials. And just like everything
else this system can also malfunction and react abnormally to any of these materials.
An abnormal immune reaction to something other than a protein in the body is called a sensitivity or an
intolerance, depending on the severity of the reaction. Why does this happen? Again, I have never
heard of a good explanation. But I do know that we can reduce the symptoms of these reactions.
We have about 14 different Allergy, Sensitivity and intolerance protocols for the Mk III therapy system.
Select the correct protocol for the form of reaction.
#1. Therapy Program #531 Allergy

This is a 5 min program

Hold the allergen, whatever you are allergic to, on your left finger tips and run this procedure.
This was the first allergy protocol that we created. It takes 5 minutes and it works extremely well for all
pet dander and most mild food allergies. We usually recommend that you start with this program.
#2. Frequency Program #035 Allergy (#085 for Home Therapy System) This is a 5 min program
Again hold the allergen on your left finger tips. Just using the frequency program #035 Allergy will work
many times running it on the brain, usually either on the right side of the head or under the chin. You
may add this to any of the other allergy protocols for additional help.
#3. Therapy Program #608 Allergy Kit

This is a 38 min program

Again hold the allergen on your left finger tips. This is a more intensive program that we use for our
allergy kit. This is a set of 27 different cards that have the homeopathic imprint of 27 different material
groups such as grains, meats, EMFs, etc. These are sold separately as our allergy therapy kit.
You don’t need the cards, if you have the product that you are allergic to just hold it on your left finger
tips and run this program. Usually put the allergen in a plastic bag. This program usually works well for
almost any product that you can be allergic to.
#4. Therapy Program #627 Allergy Mix

30 minutes (Use specific therapy card #627)

This is a mix of all the allergy cards. We use this for treating general allergies in general health programs
but can be utilized for patients that react to so many product that they are unsure what they can tolerate.
#5. Therapy Program #664 Venomous Bites This is a 38 min program
This program has two uses, a treatment for acute bites or toxins, and to reduce the reactions to future
bites or toxins.
As a therapy for acute treatment:
This program will work very well for the acute treatment of any venomous bite from snake bites, spider
bites to ant or any other bite. Or for those that received multiple bites from such things as mosquitoes
that the patient reacts to. If you have a patient that reacts to mosquitoes think about also running West
Nile.
It is also a very good program for acute detox from consumed neuro toxins such as diet sweeteners.
As a therapy to prevent allergic reactions:
It can be utilized to help reduce the reactions people have to any neurotoxin or venom of any insect or
reptile. This would include patients that have allergic reactions to mosquito bites or bee stings etc. Or
patients that have allergic reactions to diet sweeteners or flavor enhancers that are all classified as
neurotoxins. Hold the product or dead insect in a plastic bag and run the program.
#6. Therapy Program #532 Smoking

This is a 6 min program
(Use the cigarette or tobacco, no remedy on card)

This program was developed to help patients stop smoking and usually works quite well for that
purpose. The smoking program is an allergy, addiction, and habit program for smoking. Even though it
is usually used to help an individual stop smoking, it may be very useful for those that have a sensitivity
to second hand smoke.
#7. Therapy Program #535 Food Intolerance

This is a 36 min program

This protocol was created for foods that the body did not actually have an allergy to but an intolerance.
This means that the patient was not allergic to the protein structure of the food but some other part of
the food or possibly has an emotional reaction to the food. If it is the emotional component then #586
Emotional stress or #582 All Emotional Trauma may also be required.
To tell the difference between the food intolerance and allergy just run one and if it does not work then
try the other.
#8. Therapy Program #557 Food Intolerance 2

This is a 28 min program

This is a secondary program that may be required instead of or to follow up #535.
#9. Therapy Program #536 Air Intolerance

This is a 40 min program

This is similar to the #535 only it adds a component for the lungs that is missing from #535.
This may be a very useful part of a program for someone like a firefighter with lung issues that may
need to be cleared before you can correct airborne allergy issues.
#10. Therapy Program #657 Headaches (#007 for Home therapy systems) This is a 32 min program

This program is specific for allergies that cause headaches.
#11. Therapy Program #658 Allergy (#008 for Home therapy systems) This is a 35 minute program
This program can be used for any potential allergy. Just hold whatever the patient feels that they are
allergic to, usually in a plastic bag, on their left finger tips and run the program.
#12. Allergy Protocol

Requires the Allergy Protocol card

Hold the magnetic strip on the back of the card during all steps of the entire protocol. This is for general
nonspecific allergies. It is primarily used in the General Health protocols or custom protocols. This is
also used when the patient has multiple allergies all the time and it is difficult to determine what the
allergens are since there are so many. If there is also a specific product that you know of that the patient
is reacting to it can also be held along with the card during the therapy.
To differentiate the need for the different protocol cards place the magnetic strip on the patients left
finger tips and test for any reactions the body may have. If the body responds with a reaction this is the
correct procedure.
#13. Intolerance Protocol

Requires the Intolerance Protocol card

Hold the magnetic strip on the back of the card during all steps of the entire protocol. This is for general
nonspecific Intolerances. It is primarily used in the General Health protocols or custom protocols. This
is also used when the patient has multiple reactions to multiple products all the time and it is difficult to
determine what the patient is reacting to. If there is also a specific product that you know of that the
patient is reacting to it can also be held along with the card during the therapy.
To differentiate the need for the different protocol cards place the magnetic strip on the patients left
finger tips and test for any reactions the body may have. If the body responds with a reaction this is the
correct procedure.
#14. Sensitivity Protocol

Requires the Sensitivity Protocol card

Hold the magnetic strip on the back of the card during all steps of the entire protocol. This is usually for
general nonspecific sensitivities. It is primarily used in the General Health protocols or custom protocols.
This is also used when the patient has multiple reactions to multiple products all the time and it is
difficult to determine what the patient is reacting to. If there is also a specific product that you know of
that the patient is reacting to it can also be held along with the card during the therapy.
To differentiate the need for the different protocol cards place the magnetic strip on the patients left
finger tips and test for any reactions the body may have. If the body responds with a reaction this is the
correct procedure. Remember that just because there is not a reaction to the remedy on the card does
not mean that this procedure will not need to be run, it just means that it does not need to be run at this
time or is not next in line to be run.
How do you promote this in your office? I do not recommend advertising these procedures as that may
not be legal in your area unless you are a medical doctor that specializes in allergies and utilize standard
forms of medical care for their treatment. But you don’t need to advertise, you have plenty of patients
with allergies that need symptomatic care. Start with those patients and let them send in the rest.
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